Vascular And Interventional Imaging: Case Review Series, 1e
Interactive case studies challenge readers’ mastery of vascular and interventional radiology—from the standpoint of interpretive accuracy as well as general clinical knowledge. This new volume in the best-selling "Case Review" series encompasses a broad spectrum of arterial, venous, and non-vascular procedures, and highlights relevant clinical evaluation and treatment considerations throughout. It provides a valuable review of this specialty in a concise, economical, and user-friendly format.
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**Customer Reviews**

"The book provides readers with a comprehensive and authoritative text to help them become familiar with the realm of interventional radiology. It is a "must-have" for all radiology residents to become up-to-date in this forever expanding field." - AJR, review of the previous edition
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Suresh Vedantham, MD, Assistant Professor of Radiology and of Surgery, interventional Radiology Section, Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO

Some information is outdated. But it still is a good board review or noon conference style
I am a new nurse practitioner and will be starting a job in the interventional radiology department. I bought this book in advance to see what I could learn, but this book is pretty high level for me right now. It might make more sense once I am actually working in the field.

Studying for the new radiology core exam, I am using this as one of the resources for the IR section. Pros: Many cases (171 total; they just had to include that extra case in there to make it uneven) with a wide spectrum of pathology. Strongest selling point. Discussion sections were terse and to the point, for the most part. Cons: For some reason, they decided not to annotate any images (no arrows or circles). They do try to describe the findings in the discussion section, but not for every case. I would recommend this book if you are studying for the core exam. However, I would supplement it with another resource, such as the Valji textbook core cases, for example.

very basic ir book. non IR resident level. some outdated material. quick read.
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